Echinoderms!
Learning
To Be An Artist
Make an Echinoderm!

Do you have a favorite animal?

• Cut out a sea star shape from a piece of any
kind of paper.
• Wrap a piece of bubble wrap around a toilet
paper core— with the bumpy side out— and
secure it in place with tape.
• Put some washable paint on a paper plate.
• Dip your bubble roll into the paint, then roll it
on your star shape.
Now you have a spiny-skinned echinoderm!

http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2011/08/bubble-wrap-starfish-craft.html

https://a-z-animals.com/reference/animal-classification/
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Look at the step by step drawing of a cat.
Notice the “v” shapes for the nose, ears
and fur on the face. The eyes are oval
shaped with “v” shapes on the ends. Follow
the steps and create your own cat face.
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